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OPEN FORUM -- A Writer's Paean to the Manual Typewriter 

Herbert Gold | Wednesday, July 19, 1995 

“WHAT KIND OF word processor do you use?”  

“Clay tablets and a stylus.” 

Folks tend to startle up resentfully at this answer, since I am not Moses inscribing 
commandments on sticky wet earth. In vain do I try winsome self-deprecation as I confess that, 
no, I really don't write on a computer. I use typewriters -- garage sale typewriters, thrift shop 
typewriters, castoffs in the computational universe. 

The bankruptcy of Smith-Corona, the last surviving American typewriter manufacturer, won't 
put me out of business. Most Saturdays and Sundays I can find a stalwart piece of obsolete 
machinery along with Bob Dylan LP's and divorce- surplus clothing on the sidewalks of San 
Francisco. During the week, if I feel a Royal or Olivetti hunger coming on, there are Goodwill, 
Salvation Army, and schools, hospital, or church benefit treasure shops manned (or womanned) 
by charming do-gooders. 

I like sincere shopping. The way it comes down, it sometimes seems cheaper to buy another 
typewriter than to change the worn out ribbon. (But a nice man in a nice shop on 16th off 
Guerrero supplies me with ribbons; I give him books in return.) 

Please, no lectures; I've heard the rumor about computers; I've even owned several, including a 
state-of-last-year's- art Apple laptop. When I buy one, I kind of learn to use it -- and then I do use 
it, but as a paperweight. Then after awhile I give it away. 

A few years ago, in a burst of extravagance, The Chronicle granted my petition to send me to 
Haiti to cover a particularly dire moment in the life of that nation. The editors asked me to write 
daily pieces on a laptop and send via modem. I'll do anything for modern journalism; I learned to 
use the Model T Radio Shack laptop lent me out of the Chron's mighty electronics pool. 
However, the telephone lines from Haiti were too weak to transmit properly; what a relief. 

Instead, since I had prudently brought one of my arsenal of used Olivetti Lettera 32's -- the 
classic trench-coated foreign correspondent's tool of a generation ago -- I wrote clatteringly and 
dictated by phone every morning to a reporter in The Chronicle's newsroom. “This is Herbert 
Gold in Port-au-Prince.” (“Is that Port O'Prince?” asked one reporter, apparently thinking I was 
in Ireland.) As I shouted my deathless lines, a Ton-ton Macoute in ominous sunglasses stood 
eavesdropping, but that was OK since I knew he didn't speak English. 

You can't have such fun with your stinking Macs and IBM's. 

By the next year, the fax machine came to Haiti, and this scene of your heroic correspondent 
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leaning into the phone was only another image from some ancient movies, gone, gone, and by 
the wind grieved, never to return. 

Does nostalgia mean I don't believe in the utility of wordprocessing? Of course I do. I spend too 
much time on typing and retyping my revised manuscripts. When my editor on the book 
“Bohemia” murmurred, “You really write hard copy?” I thought she was commenting on the 
prose. It would be more convenient by far to revise, edit and print like a sensible person. I'd like 
to do it. My fingers are battered. Probably I would write more, in case anybody wants more. 

The problem is neural patterning and programming. I can't even use an electric typewriter -- the 
hum seems so judgmental -- because writing for me seems to be an act of sculpture in which the 
pen is a brush, the typewriter a hammer, the scissors an awl, and the smells and stickiness and 
reflections of erasers, Scotch tape, paste and staples are all a part of the procedure. 

I need to express disgust by ripping a sheet of paper -- one more tree gone -- out of the machine, 
balling it up, bouncing it against the wall. I also require a metal wastebasket for the satisfying 
rhythm of hate kicks, subtle paper-clip riffs. 

My study is a kind of war room for groans, wrestling, clatter, clammer, and sometimes in quiet 
moments, my elbows resting in Zen peace on keys (Olympia Standard these days) which seems 
to know how to respond with cool and placid patience. 

There is no hum power surge, smarmy light, or menu for searching out irrelevant information, 
such as correct spelling or the erudite quotation I can make up myself. Instead, a litter of debris 
tells me I was here in my scribbling trance. 

And here I remain, cackling over my stash of bargain Olivetti's, Olympias, Royals, Underwoods 
(sorry, Smith-Corona). In Haiti two years ago, I left my portable with a friend, with the condition 
that I could use it again when I returned. When I went back last October, the friend -- an 
American woman who wrote a novel on a similar Olivetti Lettera 32 in the 1950s -- had fled the 
country. No problem. I had brought one with me, and left it with another friend. Now, whenever 
I want that blessed little Olivetti, with its memories of writing in Biafra and Moscow, and it's too 
rainy for garage sales in San Francisco, all I have to do is head back to Haiti. 

My children have offered to teach me to use word-processing equipment, and have done so. My 
friends offer encouragement, which I prefer to call reproach. The computer literate count off 
their blessings. Let's get this clear: all of you are right. 

The computer is efficient. It's much easier to edit, spell-check, revise, rejigger. Some people 
write pretty good on computers. 

Therefore I am wrong to like what I like, do it as I love to do it. I have had a career of writing in 
error. Since we agree, can we go on with our lives? The little pit behind my house, where I used 
to dig the clay for my commandments, has been succeeded by the Benefit Carwash & Sidewalk 
Market. The bankruptcy of Smith-Corona doesn't mean the end of Typewriting As We Know It 
any more than the invention of fast-action industrial yeast meant the end of home-baked bread. A 
few stubborn ones, Luddites in the Carpal Tunnel Revolution, will carry our banner all the way 
home to Port O'Prince. 
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Herbert Gold's most recent books are “Best Nightmare on Earth: A Life in Haiti” and “Bohemia” 
(Simon & Schuster). 

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/1995/07/19/ED49132.DTL  
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